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1. Background

1.1 Canada’s opioid crisis

Opioid-related deaths have been on the rise across Canada; in 2016 there were 3,014 opioid-related deaths, and 3,988 in 2017.[1] The latest data from the Public Health Agency[1] reports that 3,286 apparent opioid-related deaths occurred between January and September 2018 alone, 93% of which were unintentional. One contributing factor is the high rate of misused[2] and diverted[3] prescription opioids,[4] although the increasing overdose rate (at present) appears to be disproportionately attributable to highly potent or contaminated street supplies.[5] For example, between January and September 2018, 73% of accidental apparent opioid-related deaths involved fentanyl or fentanyl analogues.[1]

Between 2016-18, Saskatchewan’s proportion of accidental opioid-related deaths involving fentanyl increased from 11% to 44%.[1] and the province’s largest city, Saskatoon, had the second highest hospitalization rate for opioid poisoning among the prairie cities in 2016-17.[6] Most recently, in November 2018 there were nine overdoses alone in the Saskatoon Correctional Centre due to fentanyl-laced substances.[7] Saskatchewan’s mortality rate (7.7 per 100,000) is, however, lower in comparison to more highly populated provinces like British Columbia, Alberta, and Ontario; 30.9, 19.0, and 9.6 rate per 100,000, respectively.[1]
1.2 Methadone maintenance treatment

Methadone is a controlled substance under Canada’s Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and the Narcotic Control Regulations,[8] and is used in Methadone Maintenance Treatment (MMT) to treat longstanding opioid use disorder. [9,10] As a form of harm reduction,[11] MMT is frequently perceived by the general public as a substitute for opioid misuse rather than a method of supporting individuals seeking recovery.[12] MMT involves the prescribing of methadone to prevent withdrawal, decrease craving, and block euphoria, in conjunction with counselling and other supportive services. [10] In fact, it is well-documented that MMT is a treatment that positively impacts individuals’ quality of life (e.g., stable employment), social functioning (e.g., contact with care providers), physical and mental health (e.g., avoid harmful street supply drugs), and pregnancy outcomes.[13] It is also an effective means to establishing connections to non-pharmacological support (e.g., counselling).[14]

However, MMT patients commonly face self- and externally-imposed stigma, shame, and discrimination due to their opioid use disorder.[12,15] The addictions field is burdened with areas identified for individuals to improve within, contributing to their diminished self-esteem and perceived lack of control. [15] This is frequently compounded by inequitable living conditions, including poverty, social exclusion, and food insecurity.[16] High rates of co-occurring mental health issues and bloodborne diseases are also found among this population.[16-19] Saskatchewan has the highest diagnosis rate of HIV per capita in Canada, and unlike any other province or territory, injection drug use is the primary mode of transmission.[20,21] Combining these factors, the likelihood of MMT patients securing helpful and appropriate support for their opioid use disorder in Saskatchewan is diminished. Indeed, access to and quality of harm reduction care, including MMT, has been shown to worsen with socioeconomic marginalization.[16]

1.3 Health benefits of companion animals

Companion animals have documented benefits to human health, referred to as zooeyia,[22] in Canada, approximately 57% of households live with at least one companion animal (commonly called pets).[23] Companion animals can enhance feelings of happiness, safety, and self-esteem, decrease feelings of loneliness, and serve as a confidant.[24,25] They can also promote healthy behaviors (e.g., physical activity) and provide a space for social interactions (e.g., conversations at a dog park).[22,26] Additionally, they can help reduce anxiety, heart rate, and blood pressure, decrease the stress hormone cortisol, and increase the feel-good hormone oxytocin.[27-31] There is also related research supporting the beneficial role of pets in addressing mental health and illness.[32-35]

Companion animals have also been identified as an inspiration in some harm reduction approaches to substance use. For example, fear of exposing one’s companion animal to second hand smoke can prompt individuals who typically smoke in their residence to smoke outdoors, and even stop smoking altogether.[22] Similarly, a study of street-involved youth in Ottawa by Lem et al.[36] concluded that having a companion animal decreased individuals’ drug use by reducing the amount consumed and by transitioning to less harmful drug types. Participants explained that this was partly because they were choosing their pet’s welfare over their own personal needs. In the same way, among adults living in homelessness, Irvine[37 p3] found that companion animals can help individuals ‘from lapsing into risky behaviours’, largely due to feelings of responsibility.

In a review of animal assisted therapy in the treatment of substance use disorders, it was found that animals (dogs and horses) promoted personal change in individuals, offered unconditional love and support, and advanced a sense of connection.[38] Likewise, a study of a MMT program in Saskatoon with a therapy dog found that a beneficial connection was formed between the patient and visiting therapy dog, and that this encouraged MMT program attendance, motivation, and engagement.[39] This human-animal relationship, or bond, specifically addresses the disconnection frequently experienced among individuals who problematically use substances,[40,41] as the bond can provide ‘unconditional love, security, trust, and attention’. [42 p6]

1.4 Support in recovery from opioid use disorder

In 2012 the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) in the United States Department of Health and Human Services proposed a working definition of recovery from substance use disorders and/or mental disorders: ‘A process of change through which individuals improve their health and wellness, live a self-directed life, and strive to reach their full potential’. [43 p3] SAMHSA also developed four dimensions that support a life in recovery: (i) health, (ii) home, (iii) purpose, and (iv) community. SAMHSA has not yet explicitly identified the human-animal relationship as a potential source of support.

Much like SAMHSA, the Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction (CCSA) has also derived six principles of recovery: (i) there are many pathways in recovery, (ii) recovery
requires collaboration, (iii) recovery is a personal journey toward well-being, (iv) recovery extends beyond the individual, (v) recovery is multidimensional, and (vi) recovery involves everyone.[44] In 2017 the CCSA explored these principles further and asked Canadians about the role of companion animals in their recovery in the first national survey – *Life in Recovery From Addiction in Canada* - on this topic area. It was found that 88% of participants identified their relationship with animals or pets as an important support in their recovery, and 44% found their relationship with animals or pets to help in continuing their recovery.[45]

Recognizing the multidimensionality of recovery, the CCSA supports the development of pet friendly policies and providing opportunities for connecting with therapy animals.[45] In fact, there has been a general increase over the past several years in the incorporation of animals into addictions recovery practice (e.g., therapy dogs at Hazelden Betty Ford treatment centres, animal friendly addiction treatment centres). However, there is an absence of corresponding empirical literature,[46-50] and it is curious whether other institutions, including SAMHSA, could potentially adopt similar mandates involving companion animals.

### 1.5 Purpose of study

Amidst the current opioid crisis across Canada, federal and provincial government bodies have been decreasing barriers to harm reduction measures, including access to take-home naloxone kits, opioid agonist therapy, and supervised consumption sites. Saskatchewan has also added suboxone to its drug formulary (a list of publicly funded pharmaceuticals), which is a safer alternative to methadone and with fewer side effects.[51] However, the potential role of companion animals has been largely overlooked. Considering the known benefits of companion animals to human health, including therapy dogs facilitating treatment of substance use disorders, it is reasonable to consider the role of companion animals in recovery from opioid use disorder. Specifically, the question of how MMT patients’ relationships with companion animals can potentially support their recovery from opioid use disorder is nearly unexplored.

Accordingly, seven interviews were undertaken with MMT patients of the Opioid Assisted Recovery Services (OARS) program in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada for this exploratory study. Being that the project recruited patients who could discuss the role of their companion animal(s) in their recovery, it was likely that those who responded to the call would identify their companion animal as predominantly supportive. Consequently, this study focussed on understanding how companion animals contributed to participants’ recovery from opioid use disorder.

### 2. Materials and methods

#### 2.1 Ethical approval

This study was reviewed and approved by the University of Saskatchewan Human Behavioural Research Ethics Board in Saskatoon.

#### 2.2 Participants and recruitment

Purposeful sampling was used, with OARS patients recruited via poster advertisements within the program’s building. OARS counsellors assisted with recruitment by distributing flyers of the poster to patients whom they knew had companion animals. The posters and flyers indicated that the study was exploring how participants’ pets might be supports to them in their recovery. The first seven patients to express interest were chosen to participate and one remaining patient who presented himself after the deadline was placed on a waiting list. Drawing on the work of Hagaman and Wutich,[52 p23], “16 or fewer interviews [are] enough to identify common themes from sites with relatively homogeneous groups”. Seven interviews were sufficient considering the exploratory nature of this study, and to achieve data saturation given its highly specific aim and setting.

Alias names were created for the four participating men (three Indigenous, one Caucasian) and three women (two Indigenous, one Caucasian) using a random name generator on the internet (Abigail, David, Emily, Emma, Michael, Olivia, Robert). Pseudonyms were also created for their current companion animals by browsing the Saskatoon Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) website. All participants had at least one companion animal at the time of the interview. Abigail and Emily each had one cat while David had two. Michael and Emma each had two dogs, and Robert and his partner Olivia had one cat and one dog. In addition, five of the participants grew up with animals, one did not, and one did not specify. When memories of past pets surfaced in the interviews, participants often elaborated about their experiences with these animals and their roles in the participants’ lives.

MMT program patients are diagnosed with an opioid use disorder according to the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5).*[53] All participants in this study had begun their journey to recovery in individualised ways, but common among them was an acknowledgement of their substance use disorder and a desire to overcome...
and/or manage it. The seven study participants had been prescribed methadone by an MMT program physician at the time of their interview, and one participant shared that she was concurrently attempting to ‘wean off’ of other opioids. One participant disclosed that he was currently using other types of substances, including alcohol and tobacco, while two participants specified that they no longer used additional substances, but had in the past while prescribed methadone. Six of the seven participants reported that they developed their opioid dependency through access to an illegal supply and one via her opioid prescription for pain management. All of the participants were MMT patients, because as indicated previously, suboxone was only recently added to the Saskatchewan formulary in 2017, and so these patients had minimal opportunity to be prescribed it.

It is also important to acknowledge the characteristics of the neighbourhood that the OARS program is located in and in which all participants reside. OARS is situated in the core area of the inner-city neighbourhood of Riversdale in Saskatoon. This community has a high level of poverty, unemployment, and substandard housing.[54] Less than a decade ago, Riversdale had one of the highest rates of neighbourhood crime in Canada.[55] This is slowly changing as gentrification of the area has begun.[56] A concern with this is further social and physical dislocation of impoverished individuals residing in the neighbourhood and intensifying tension with incoming businesses (e.g., increased police contact for loitering, etc.). Although no participants in this study were homeless at the time of the interviews (some had been in the past), meeting rent and food needs were challenging for most, as social assistance and/or inconsistent income were common (e.g., not being able to work daily). Several participants also discussed difficulty in finding a job while adhering to MMT programming; for example, employers viewed the daily dosing schedule as disruptive to work schedules.

2.3 Data generation

The study was designed as a qualitative project,[57] and was conducted in parallel with the interpretivist paradigm, the relativist ontology, and the subjectivist epistemology. Together, these lenses support the research question, which is interested in subjective meanings and experiences.[58,59] It was also assumed that knowledge is co-created by the researcher and the participant through the interview process. To address this notion and to ensure rigour, the researchers actively engaged in reflexivity with one another, as well as through external peer debriefing. Field notes and audit trails were also used throughout.

For the interviews, the OARS office was chosen as an appropriate location because of its convenience and comfort for the participants. The interviews were held in a private room where counseling commonly occurs, and confidentiality is ensured. Eleven questions, drawn from the available literature, were asked in a semi-structured interview format (Table 1). On average, the interviews were 30 minutes in duration, and were audio recorded then transcribed verbatim. Participants were provided with a $25 gift card at the interview in appreciation of their time. Following the interviews, all participants were offered the opportunity to meet with an OARS counsellor for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What kind of pet(s) do you have?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you describe your relationship with your pet?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you could describe how your pet supports you using three words, what would those words be?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you feel a sense of responsibility for your pet?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have there been any times you felt loved by your pet?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you feel that you can trust your pet? Depend on them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you compare your relationship with your pet in comparison to relationships with other people?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you feel that your pet plays an overall supportive role for you in your recovery? Or through rough patches?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there any ways your pet has not helped you in your recovery?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think having a pet would help other people who are trying to recover from substance use?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything else you would like to share about your pet or your relationship with your pet, related to your recovery?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
deb Briefing, although none did.

2.4 Thematic analysis

A thematic analysis was employed with the assistance of NVivo. Commonalities and differences were analyzed by examining across the data sets (interviews) for free forming, dominant key words and ideas. Specifically, Braun and Clarke’s[60] thematic technique guided the analysis, as follows: 1) data was transcribed and re-read numerous times so that the data became very familiar, 2) line by line coding was used to generate initial codes, 3) preliminary, potential themes were generated by clustering codes based on similarity, 4) the themes and codes were then refined and reviewed repeatedly, which included producing multiple thematic maps, 5) themes were then refined further and defined until the analysis accurately represented the data, and 6) quotes and specific examples were then selected to exemplify support for the themes in this paper.

Given the absence of prior research, there were no pre-determined themes (the SAMHSA dimensions were identified following the generation of preliminary themes). To generate themes, some level of interpretation was required, and therefore a latent content approach was utilized.[59] Overall, ‘[t]he goal [was] to develop themes that can be used to describe the experience from the perspective of those that lived it’. [61 para5]

3. Results

Through data analysis, common themes of how companion animals support recovery among participants were found. Specifically, four primary themes with two sub-themes each were abstracted from the data (Figure 1). The first primary theme is ‘social’, with the two sub-themes of ‘emotional support’ and ‘family’ identified as key domains in which companion animals supported recovery among participants. The second primary theme is ‘health and well-being’, with ‘prevention’ and ‘a reason for recovery’ as two sub-themes. The third primary theme is ‘home’, supported by the two sub-themes of ‘protection and safety’ and ‘stability’. The fourth primary theme is ‘purpose and empowerment’, supported by the two sub-themes of ‘responsibility’ and ‘passion and involvement’.

Overall, individuals’ relationships with their companion animals fulfilled supportive roles that other humans could not or chose not to provide. The human-animal bond encouraged a strengths-based approach to individuals’ recovery, meaning that focus was placed by individuals on celebrating their strengths and achievements, rather than perceived flaws which are oftentimes emphasized with a substance use disorder. This strengths-based approach influenced a positive sense of self-identity in individuals and enhanced their perception of having choices over their recovery pathway.

3.1 Theme 1: Social

Participants identified their relationships with their companion animals as near analogous (and in some cases superior) to their relationships with humans. Companion animals served as a form of emotional support, acting as a confidant during stressful times, and a consistent source of unconditional love and acceptance. Companion animals were also identified as family, which promoted a sense of belonging. All findings
Within this theme were common among cat and dog owners.

3.1 Emotional support.

Participants frequently confided in their companion animals and valued their pet’s ability to offer unconditional love. These were identified as important to participants’ recovery.

3.1.1 Confidant.

Most participants viewed their companion animal as a confidant they could talk to and with whom they could express raw emotions. Participants valued that their pet simply listened when they needed an outlet, especially when they were not seeking advice or feedback. Michael expressed this in his interview:

> Everyone should get an animal for their recovery process. You go to AA [Alcoholics Anonymous] groups, you can’t say everything you want in those places . . . Somebody’s always opinionated. Somebody’s got something to say. Like you don’t need, sometimes you don’t want anybody to say anything to you, you just want to vocalize your thoughts . . . When you have a dog, and you can talk for an hour or two hours or whatever, you sit there and you’re with your animals.

A few participants valued how their pet did not pressure them to talk about their feelings, which also aided them in their recovery. Abigail shared:

> In some ways it is nice because they don’t talk [laughs]. So, you don’t have to, or I mean they don’t nag. They don’t complain you know. Sometimes people tend to put pressure on you. You know. The people who love you don’t understand the addiction process, you know I don’t even understand it half the time . . . my husband doesn’t understand and that’s the closest person to me.

For participants who had close connections with people around them, like Abigail, participants said they sometimes placed more trust in their companion animal. For others, their companion animal was their primary confidant.

3.1.1.2 Unconditional love.

All seven participants viewed their companion animal as a source of unconditional love. This was identified through what the participants’ perceived as acceptance, continuous dependability, and perceived loyalty from the animal. Whenever Robert experienced rough patches, he perceived his dogs to be there for him, which Robert identified as being unconditional love:

> It doesn’t matter what happens like they just love me no matter what I do or whatever, they love me. They love me no matter what if I’m a bit grouchy or mad some day or kind of get aggressively angry or something, they’re still going to love me no matter what . . . You know, unconditionally. They love me no matter what.

Like Robert, having a source of unconditional love was expressed by the rest of the participants as helping them to permit self-acceptance. As Abigail said, ‘They just accept what you are that day, and you know, and you don’t have to go into a big explanation for everything. So, but that’s what’s nice, is when you’re accepted . . . you know they never left’.

3.1.2 Family.

All seven participants referred to their companion animal as family, and six referred to their pet as their child. Being that most participants did not currently have children of their own in their care, this sense of family allowed them to take on the role of a primary caregiver. As Emily shared:

> They [my cats] are my responsibility so, I do fully take care of them pretty good, feeding them all the time, stuff like that. But yeah, give them a bath, yeah. They’re expensive, but I go out of my way to feed them right.

Or in Robert’s words:

> I tuck them into bed and I say goodnight to them, I pet them, I reach down and I *pretends to pet animal* and I pet them on the head, ‘Goodnight my boy’. And you know, they’re my kids! [My partner] can’t have babies, like we never had kids together so they’re our babies, you know.

Engaging in this familial role appeared to help participants acknowledge their strengths as they boasted when they talked about caring for their pets. A few participants also discussed that this feeling of competence (e.g., as a caregiver) was hard to come by because of experiences associated with their problematic substance use. Robert continued, ‘They just give me a new perspective on loving and giving love to something that needs love as much as I did, you know’.

3.2 Theme 2: Health and well-being

Companion animals took on a preventative role in participants’ recovery processes; they were reported to respond intuitively to individuals’ distress by providing comfort (primarily physically). They also stimulated joy and laughter, which often decreased participants’ need to use substances by improving their emotional state. Participants also reported that their companion animal gave them a reason for their recovery, and as such encouraged sobriety, a healthier lifestyle, and longevity.

3.2.1 Prevention.

Despite being at different stages in their recovery, most participants described how their pet played an important
preventative role in their recovery.

3.2.1.1 Intuition.

Nearly all participants reported that their companion animal 'just knew' when they needed reassurance and comforted them during these times. ‘They just know that there’s something wrong with you, like emotionally’, Michael said, ‘you know they just come up to you and they’re there to support you’. Similarly, David shared:

I believe animals know, they can pick that up, they sense how you’re feeling kind of? And they will, if you’re really sad or hurt, they will often come to you, eh. They’ll come to you and they picked up that feeling, and they’ll come and kind of comfort you. They’re good at that sense of feelings.

Although the companion animals had never received formal training, participants discussed the animal’s ability to sense when they were upset and in turn respond with what they perceived to be support. For many, this interaction took their mind off of using substances. When participants were distressed and tempted to use substances, their companion animals often responded by calming and comforting them, primarily through physical touch. In Michael’s words:

When I’m feeling really down and I want to go back and I’m thinking like this is, one more time and whatever, and they’re there to say ‘No, no dad you can’t do that’, you know. They’re nuzzling, in your arm or on your arm and . . . they’re pawing at you and they’re getting right in your face you know, saying you can’t.

However, in Emma’s experience this was not always the case. She described how Bear’s (her dog) attitude would change dramatically whenever she was drinking:

. . . They know right from wrong. If they know you’re doing something wrong, they’ll let you know and they’ll let you know if they don’t like it. A lot of times I’ve noticed Bear, when I’m drinking she’ll stay away from me, she won’t come to me. And right there, that hurts eh, because she’s supposed to love me no matter what you know. But she don’t do that, so.

When asked if she perceived this as Bear being judgmental, Emma seemed to attribute Bear’s reaction to her own history of abuse as a canine:

She probably had people that were drinkin’ and mean on her, because like, I swear she’s been abused so many times because of the way she is. Like, you can tell she’s got little marks on her head, yeah, she’s like scared all the time, like scared . . . if she’s feelin’ bad she’ll let you know. If she’s sick she’ll let you know. Like a child.

3.2.1.2 Positivity.

Some participants expressed that their companion animal brightened their day by stimulating joy and laughter. This was found for both dog and cat owners. Emily explained:

On rough days . . . she brings my spirits up! She’s a really loving cat, my spirits are always up when I’m around her all the time . . . my day’s always so positive when I’m around her . . . she was there for me all the time! And I was going through hard times. She always brought my spirits up all the time. It didn’t matter if I was down, I’d forget about everything and it would always be her, just her.

These interactions with companion animals decreased the participants’ stress by fostering feelings of relaxation and happiness. In Abigail’s words:

Yeah I feel if I had a bad day or something, you know they just have a way, just you know. When they come near you as they start purring or they just do funny things so you have to laugh. You have no choice but it just kind of distracts you.

By cheering them up during emotional times, companion animals were identified as helping participants divert attention away from their negative emotions. For some, this too helped suppress the need to use substances in that moment.

3.2.2 A reason for recovery.

The majority of participants claimed that their companion animal motivated them to continue in their recovery process and attempt to maintain abstinence from other substances. Participants also aspired to live a healthier lifestyle and to live a longer life for the sake of their companion animals.

3.2.2.1 Sobriety.

Some participants shared that their companion animals gave them a reason to begin their recovery, particularly by abstaining from using substances. As Robert said:

. . . I needed to quit and [they] made me realize that my responsibilities and my love and my calm[ness] . . . a person that keeps them, loves them. I can’t be that person when I’m addicted and using and stuff because I become an angry, abusive person, that they don’t want you know . . . They give me a reason to live, for them, to live for myself, and to live for my family, and you know, change. Like I’m not abusive. I’m a different person.

Likewise, Michael’s dogs served as a constant reminder for him to maintain his recovery. This story was common, as participants like Michael described how their pets were an important reason to manage their substance use:

Yeah and they’re there and they’re looking at you, like ‘What about us, what’s going to happen to us?’
... It doesn’t matter how strong minded you are... you’re going to forget about everything and go back to your old lifestyle, how you were before your recovery and everything like that. Everybody that is in recovery should have an animal.

3.2.2.2 Lifestyle and longevity.

It was evident that participants’ relationships with their companion animals encouraged an overall healthier lifestyle. For some, this meant cessation of opioids and other substances, such as alcohol or tobacco (as described previously). For others, this meant living a more active lifestyle (e.g., walking their dog). For example, Robert explained:

... Being healthy and going out and walking our dogs and doing things to extend our lives, if we’re not healthy and something happens to us, our animals are going to be left without anybody... and I quit smoking I haven’t smoked for almost a year now too. I just said to hell with it, I just got tired of and you know I struggled with it. It’s the same with addictions and crystal meth, and down, and opiates and that. I just quit everything... they [the animals] brought me up to the point where I needed to quit.

Like Robert, other participants expressed worry about not being there for their pet if they were to overdose or pass away at an early age. For David, he felt that this accountability for his cat helped him, because his cat needed him on a daily basis:

They make me be reliable[,] right. I have to go home every day right, you know, I’ll go to work sometimes or I’ll be out all day but I have to go back. It’s like, I don’t like to leave them alone more than eight, ten hours you know go back feed them, take after them... you don’t want to have a pet and then turn up in jail or going off and relapsing, not coming home, and you know. The cat needs you to be there, right.

Brett and Michael both mentioned that because pets have a limited lifespan, they felt especially obligated to give them the life they deserve and help them develop to their fullest in the time available.

3.3 Theme 3: Home

Companion animals were identified by participants as providing physical protection and psychological safety (specific to dogs only), which offered them increased peace of mind and decreased their anxiety. Companion animals also contributed to their feelings of stability, as participants could depend on coming home to their pet. However, nearly all participants worried about the welfare of their pets.

3.3.1 Protection and safety.

Two participants expressed concern for their own safety because of their neighbourhood surroundings and explained how their companion animal helped them to feel safe. Their animals contributed to both their physical and psychological feelings of safety, which in turn helped decrease stress and anxiety for them. Both participants that reported this were dog owners, and so in these cases the species of animal was important. Emma, an owner of two companion dogs, explained:

They really actually saved our, pretty much our asses, because when we were living in an apartment, there used to be a lot of people trying to come kick open our door because they thought it was a drug dealer living there. And so that’s why we got the other [second] dog... If she don’t like somebody[,] she’ll let them know boy. And they get scared away so... Now when people come to the door, oh my girls [dogs] just flip right out. So that’s a good thing, I’m glad they do that. Because then people you know, ‘ooh shit[,] they got dogs!’ You know so that is a good thing.

For Michael, having his dog with him in public contributed to feeling safe: ‘They even guard you[,] [T]hey even look out for you when you’re out walking’.

However, participants also shared that they worried about the safety of their animals (both cats and dogs), and most discussed animal welfare concerns within their Riversdale neighbourhood. A common concern was that animals were stolen for the purpose of being sold for financial gain or for a posted reward. For example, Emily’s cat’s kittens were stolen from her shortly before her interview for this study:

I didn’t have a place so I didn’t want to stay there [where her cats got stolen from] because of what happened... I’ve got a stable place [now] and I’ve got, I don’t have to leave that place and like there’s a lock on the door I can lock it and she’s [the mother cat] safe so.

Although unfortunate, this event motivated Emily to secure safer living accommodation for her remaining cats. This likely indirectly contributed to her own safety.

3.3.2 Stability.

Having a companion animal to come home to daily provided a physical and psychological sense of stability and dependability to the participants. In Brett’s words,

They [my cats] need me there right. So yeah, they’re a good influence in that way... I’m back [home] and they’re just pretty stable and stuff hey. They’re kind of always there, right’.

Michael had similar experiences with his dog, Lily:

Yeah, I had Lily, [she] was like, she was everything to me hey, she was. When I raked the yard, she would
Harmful environments. Many participants viewed this aspect of their pet’s life as relatable, and it was for this reason that they felt the need to ‘save their animals.’ In Emma’s words:

I know how it feels to be abandoned, I know how it feels to be hurt, hit, raped, whatever, you know because I’ve been there and I’ve never had an animal growing up in my life or when I went through all this but now that I do, I feel what they feel, you know? So that’s pretty much what opened up my heart more was my dogs.

For a few participants, rescuing animals had become a passion, so much so that they identified this role as one of their most defining characteristics. For example, Michael identified himself as an animal activist. He rescued his first dog when she was a puppy and was being dragged down a snowy street, and his other dog from being kennelled in a small, windowless basement room. Michael also shared how he contacts animal control whenever he witnesses potential animal abuse, and how he broke a car window to rescue a dog from the heat on a summer day (the police acknowledged animal maltreatment had occurred).

4. Discussion

Following data analysis, it was found that the preliminary themes fit into and/or aligned with, and expanded upon the four dimensions that promote a life in recovery outlined by SAMHSA: community, health, home, and purpose.43 However, most of the categories that emerged in this study are termed differently from the SAMHSA categories (social instead of community; health and well-being in place of health; home in both instances; and purpose and empowerment in place of purpose). These terms reflect the findings more accurately than the SAMHSA categories, perhaps because the original SAMHSA terms were derived to describe relationships with other humans. As such, a supplementary understanding of support throughout recovery from opioid dependency is offered, although there is great alliance with the SAMHSA dimensions. Given this overlap, the well-established SAMHSA categories are referred to in the framing of the discussion below in relation to our expanded categories, as we describe how companion animals are a unique and complementary form of support.

4.1 Theme 1: Social

SAMHSA[43 p3] identifies community (termed social in the current study) as one of the four major dimensions that support a life in recovery, defined as ‘having relationships and social networks that provide support, friendship, love and hope’. The findings from this study focus on companion animals as a source of emotional support, with attention to
a sense of familial belonging, including mutual caretaking. The term ‘social’ was used rather than ‘community’ due to the singular relationship shared between participants and companion animals, as opposed to relationships between/among people, as connoted by the term ‘community’. Also, although SAMHSA identifies caretaking under the theme ‘purpose’, caretaking emerged with social importance in this study, with participants’ focus on a sense of belonging.

Individuals in recovery from addictions are frequently identified as having a flawed character,[62] and close supports, such as family members, often ‘give up’ on these individuals because of their perceived lack of commitment and progress in recovery.[63] Unique to individuals’ relationships with companion animals is that the animals were perceived to be unconditional, trusting, accepting, and consistent in the emotional support they provided. Animals, and in particular dogs, are socially identified as being non-judgemental and unconditionally loving. Likewise, some respondents seemed to suggest that their companion animals had a better sense of their emotional well-being than humans in their lives. This is supported in the literature; a companion animal can more easily be a confidant, particularly when the fear of judgement and reprisal prevents an individual from expressing their feelings or thoughts. [24,36] This may be partly because emotional and social processing among animals is less complex in comparison to humans,[24] with animals perceived to more easily provide a sense of understanding and acceptance, as well as effortless unconditional love.[24,34,36,64,65]

Similarly, one study found that participants felt more secure in relationships with their pets when compared with the attachment security experienced in romantic relationships,[64] while another recent study involving a recovery program concluded that individuals’ relationships with their companion animals supported their recovery journey.[66] However, in the current study one negative case emerged when Emma noted that her dog was upset by her substance use. However, rather than feeling judged by this reaction, Emma expressed empathy for her dog. Much like her dog, Emma shared that she had also experienced abuse and neglect. Similar findings have been reported in other companion animal research, particularly involving adjudicated youth.[67] When youth experienced a symbiotic relationship with rescue dogs, many of which were abandoned, abused, and/or neglected, youth were able to identify commonalities with another being. Recognizing these similarities was said to be beneficial, as it provided an avenue for youth to experience insight into themselves, as well as feel unconditional love and respect.[67]

Participants also identified their companion animals as family, in turn prompting a sense of social belonging as well as facilitating their role as a caregiver. Individuals with substance use disorders are often poorly connected to family and established friendships,[40,41] and are frequently disconnected from their role as a caregiver (e.g., loss of custody of children, being the one taken care of).[68,69] These life struggles can continue into their MMT programming. Outside of this study, in a 2015 Harris Poll survey, 95% of pet owners in the United States reported that they consider pets to be members of the family.[70] The literature also shares that as family members, pets have an important role in resilience; families ‘value them most at times of crisis and loss, through disruptive transitions, and in weathering prolonged adversity’. [71 p482] Lem and colleagues[36] also found in their study of youth living in homelessness that pet ownership engaged youth in a ‘pet before self’ mindset, supporting a caretaking role.

4.2 Theme 2: Health and well-being

SAMHSA identifies health as the second of four major dimensions that support a life in recovery, defined as ‘overcoming or managing one’s disease(s) or symptoms—for example, abstaining from use of alcohol, illicit drugs, and non-prescribed medications if one has an addiction problem—and, for everyone in recovery, making informed, healthy choices that support physical and emotional well-being’.[43 p3] Even though well-being is identified in SAMHSA’s definition, its prominence in the study data encouraged defining the category more broadly as ‘health and well-being’. The term health on its own is most frequently associated with strictly physical wellness. Further, the findings of this study identified a preventative role for companion animals in participants’ recovery pathways; they were reported to intuitively respond to individuals’ distress and gave participants a reason for their recovery.

Companion animals were perceived to reliably respond to participants’ distress with comfort, in turn playing a preventative role in their recovery pathway. SAMHSA’s[43] ‘health’ dimension emphasizes how people can assist an individual in recovery, including the role of peer support and professional services for enhancing health. This is supported in the general recovery literature.[72] However, it is also well-established that companion animals, in particular dogs, have the ability to sense emotion-related smells in humans and respond in a supportive way.[73] Most companion animals have not received formal training for this and respond consistently because of informal conditioning and reinforcement.[74]
This is likewise identified in the animal assisted intervention literature,[75] and more specifically among service animals trained with individuals diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder.[76]

Physical contact with an animal can stimulate the release of anti-nociceptive hormones and neurochemicals (e.g., prolactin, dopamine).[28-30] These hormones reinforce feelings of attachment, safety, and trust, and can reduce feelings of anxiety and depression.[18,29,30] The comfort that companion animals provide may be particularly beneficial for individuals recovering from opioid use disorder by naturally stimulating the release and binding of endogenous opioids, as well as oxytocin.[28,30] Similarly, playful interactions with animals can decrease stress among humans by instigating relaxation and happiness,[71,77] and can help individuals divert their attention from negative emotions to experiencing a positive interaction with their pet.[78]

Participants also reported that their companion animals gave them a reason for recovery and encouraged a healthier lifestyle, as well as longevity. Likewise, the Life in Recovery from Addiction in Canada study found that companion animals can be an important reason for someone to start and maintain their recovery.[45] The general pet literature also supports the finding that companion animals are health and longevity promoting, especially for seniors’ health. For example, pets can motivate physical movement and food intake,[22] and even reduce the need for health care service use among the elderly.[79] Other literature reports that following a natural disaster (e.g., hurricane), companion animals can enhance chance of survival as they can be important in building resiliency. For example, attachment to companion animals can serve as a motivation to prepare and act (e.g., to seek shelter).[80]

4.3 Theme 3: Home

SAMHSA’s third dimension to support a life in recovery is home, that is, ‘a stable and safe place to live’. [43 p3] The current study reinforced this understanding, with added emphasis on protection, safety, and stability.

Companion animals were found to provide a sense of physical protection and safety to participants, which decreased individuals’ stress and anxiety and offered them peace of mind. This was both in the home and extended to public spaces. The lives and circumstances of individuals involved in substance use are often highly chaotic, and oftentimes dangerous if linked to poverty and crime. This does not necessarily, or immediately disappear when an individual starts an MMT program. Supporting this, companion animals are identified in the literature as having a protective role within families, and specifically among homeless populations.[81] Similarly, service dogs are known to reduce stress and anxiety among individuals suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder by ‘watching the back’ of their handler.[76] This may be particularly beneficial for individuals in recovery from a substance use disorder, as decreased stress can assist with preventing relapse.[82]

It was also found that companion animals contributed to feelings of stability, as participants could depend on coming home to them, although nearly all participants worried about the welfare of their companion animals. As discussed, opioid use disorder and its continued impacts during recovery can be associated with an unstable lifestyle (e.g., unemployment). Companion animals generally add routine to an individual’s life.[22] In fact, a recent study found companion animals to be associated with decreased use of housing and employment services because of the stability that animals contributed to individuals’ lives.[83] Lern et al.[36] specifically found that among youth living in homelessness, locating a safe place for companion animals to live was a priority. Bender, Thompson, McManus, Lantry, and Flynn[84] also concluded that the responsibility of protecting one’s pet encouraged youth living in homelessness to continue trying to meet their own basic personal needs.

4.4 Theme 4: Purpose and empowerment

SAMHSA’s fourth and final dimension of recovery is purpose, defined as ‘meaningful daily activities, such as a job, school, volunteerism, family caretaking, or creative endeavors, and the independence, income, and resources to participate in society’. [43 p3] In the current study, companion animals not only gave participants a purpose, they also helped participants to feel empowered.

Participants expressed satisfaction, and possibly pride, in the responsibility they showed by allocating a portion of their earnings to care for their companion animals. This is likewise found in the experiences of individuals living in homelessness while also being pet owners.[37] As shared, finances can be a challenge for individuals with a substance use disorder, specifically the financial costs associated with opioids and other substances. Once again, the impacts can continue into recovery. According to SAMHSA,[43] a feeling of pride can assist an individual with perceiving control over their life, including self-control, thereby positioning recovery as more attainable. In a study of a dog working with a recovery group, it was found that the dog facilitated an increase in self-esteem, and in turn, this ‘improved self-image allowed volunteers [in the
study] a greater understanding of their recovery process’. [85 p31] A similar study at an inpatient addictions centre offering animal assisted therapy found that positive interactions with animals increased individuals’ self-awareness. [86]

Passionate stories of animal activism also emerged in this study, which appeared to permit a sense of empowerment and self-identity as the ‘rescuer’, rather than the one being ‘rescued’. Fifty percent of respondents in the Life in Recovery in Canada survey identified ‘being worried about what other people would think of you’ as a barrier to their recovery. [45]

This is explained by Best et al., who say that ‘recovery is best understood as a personal journey of socially negotiated identity transition that occurs through changes in social networks and related meaningful activities’. [87 p111] Supporting this, animal assisted intervention programs with inmates who train shelter dogs, including inmates with a substance use disorder, have been successful because of the opportunity to assist with ‘rescuing’ the other. [88-90] This finding is particularly significant because employment and/or volunteer work is difficult for MMT patients to secure, largely because of their status in a methadone program, and some are not able to commit yet on a daily basis (e.g., physiological reasons). This offers an alternative route for promoting a sense of purpose and empowerment in individuals.

4.5 Limitations

There are several key limitations of this study. First, the findings may not be easily applied elsewhere because of the exploratory nature of the study, its specific setting, and limited sample size. Second, there was little attention paid in the interviews to the challenges posed by pets. This was at least partly due to a sampling bias; it did not seem that MMT patients who did not have close relationships with companion animals participated. Third, diversity amongst the participants was neglected. For example, the Canadian Life in Recovery from Addiction Survey found that females were more likely to identify a supportive relationship with animals or pets compared to males (76.2% and 66.8%, respectively). [72]

It is also established that men suffering from an opioid use disorder are more likely to be treated more harshly by health care providers, due in part to the influence of hegemonic standards of masculinity. [91,92]

Likewise, the potential impacts of colonization, as well as the role of animals in Indigenous understandings of well-being were not explored. For example, salient to an Indigenous perspective of well-being is ‘one’s connection to language, land, beings of creation, and ancestry, supported by a caring family and environment’. [93] Diversity among species of pets could have also been accounted for (e.g., heightened sensory system of canines in comparison to felines to detect emotions). Lastly, to help ensure accurate interpretation of the data, study findings were reviewed by staff of the OARS program clinic for additional feedback and context, but not by patients. It would have been ideal to reconnect with the original study participants, but due to scheduling challenges this was not possible.

4.6 Future research

There is a general need for more robust research on the human-animal bond, companion animals, and animal assisted interventions specific to opioid and other substance use disorders. [47-51] Based on the findings of this exploratory study, there are four suggestions for future research. First, it would be insightful to explore treatment providers’ perceptions of how companion animals contribute to recovery, as well as their potential role in service provision. This could range from exploring the role of patients’ pets in the family system through to including them in therapy sessions. [71] Once again, attention should be paid to the species of pet.

Second, it would be useful to explore the stress individuals experience regarding the welfare of their pets and other animals. Many participants suggested the need for an animal service that is accessible and affordable in their neighbourhood. For example, future research could confirm this on a broader scale, and investigate the potential of implementing an animal shelter in the community with an associated evaluation, as it could provide an avenue for employment and volunteer work for individuals with opioid or other substance use disorders. There are models in Canada (e.g., Community Veterinary Outreach Program) and the United Kingdom (e.g., Blue Cross) to learn from.

Third, other frameworks could have offered strong theoretical grounds to explore this study’s findings as well. For example, a One Health perspective, which involves improving the health of humans, animals, and the environment equally, could have been utilized. [94,95] Other potentially noteworthy frameworks include social ecology and an Indigenous worldview. [96] In future studies this could be done in tandem with emerging understanding regarding the impact of disconnection in the lives of individuals who problematically use substances. [40,41]

Lastly, there must be greater attention to animal welfare in future studies. It is important that companion animals are not ‘instrumentalized’ as a health intervention without equal regard for their own well-being. Methodologies developed
for multispecies ethnographic research could potentially overcome this anthropocentric bias and yield more surprising and significant results.

5. Conclusions

Findings from this study offer increasing support for the role of companion animals in individuals’ recovery pathways from substance use disorders, particularly opioid dependency. The primary themes of this study aligned with and expanded upon SAMHSA’s four dimensions of recovery, introducing how companion animals are a complementary and unique form of support. Overall, individuals’ relationships with their companion animals fulfilled supportive roles other humans could not or chose not to provide. The human-animal bond also encouraged a strengths-based approach to individuals’ recovery from opioid use disorder. This, in turn, influenced a positive self-identity in individuals and a perceived choice over their recovery pathway. As such, this paper offers a broadened understanding of what constitutes support in recovery, with the inclusion of companion animals.
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